North American Energy Standards Board

Request for Initiation of a NAESB Standard for Electronic Business Transactions
or
Enhancement of an Existing NAESB Standard for Electronic Business Transactions

Instructions:

1. Please fill out as much of the requested information as possible. It is mandatory to provide a contact name, phone number and fax number to which questions can be directed. If you have an electronic mailing address, please make that available as well.

2. Attach any information you believe is related to the request. The more complete your request is, the less time is required to review it.

3. Once completed, send your request to:
   Rae McQuade
   NAESB, Executive Director
   1100 Louisiana, Suite 3625
   Houston, TX  77002
   Phone:  713-356-0060
   Fax:      713-356-0067
   by either mail, fax, or to NAESB’s email address, naesb@aol.com.
   Once received, the request will be routed to the appropriate subcommittees for review.
North American Energy Standards Board

Request for Initiation of a NAESB Standard for Electronic Business Transactions or
Enhancement of an Existing NAESB Standard for Electronic Business Transactions

Date of Request: _03/06/2003_

1. Submitting Entity & Address:
   WEO Market Operations Subcommittee, _______________
   Inadvertent Interchange Payback Task Force
   _____________________________________________
   _____________________________________________

2. Contact Person, Phone #, Fax #, Electronic Mailing Address:
   Name : _Bob Goss (IIPTF Chair)_______________
   Title : _Dept. Asst. Administrator - Pwr Resources
   Phone : _(706) 213-3860___________________
   Fax : _ _________________________________
   E-mail : _ bobg@sepa.doe.gov ________________

3. Description of Proposed Standard or Enhancement:
   NAESB standard for the settlement of inadvertent interchange

4. Use of Proposed Standard or Enhancement (include how the standard will be used, documentation on the description of the proposed standard, any existing documentation of the proposed standard, and required communication protocols):
   The standard or standards will define the alternatives that may be used to settle Inadvertent Interchange while mitigating the potential financial gain that misuse of the current payback-in-kind methodology fails to prevent. The work of the NERC Joint Inadvertent Interchange Task Force will be used as the initial model for development and enhancement of the required standard or standards that may include energy, transmission and frequency components of Inadvertent Interchange.

5. Description of Any Tangible or Intangible Benefits to the Use of the Proposed Standard or Enhancement:
Incent good behavior of balancing actual output and scheduled output within a reliable average limit and reduce the possibility of inadvertent accumulation.

6. Estimate of Incremental Specific Costs to Implement Proposed Standard or Enhancement:

At this point in time in the development process this task force anticipates little or no net incremental costs to implement the standard(s).

7. Description of Any Specific Legal or Other Considerations:

As a result of developing standards on this request, NERC Policies concerning inadvertent interchange will need to be reviewed for changes.

8. If This Proposed Standard or Enhancement Is Not Tested Yet, List Trading Partners Willing to Test Standard or Enhancement (Corporations and contacts):

None identified.

9. If This Proposed Standard or Enhancement Is In Use, Who are the Trading Partners:

N/A

10. Attachments (such as: further detailed proposals, transaction data descriptions, information flows, implementation guides, business process descriptions, examples of ASC ANSI X12 mapped transactions):

N/A